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We address the problem of measuring the relative angle between two “quantum axes” made out of N1 and
N2 spins. Closed forms of our fidelitylike figure of merit are obtained for an arbitrary number of parallel spins.
The asymptotic regimes of large N1 and/or N2 are discussed in detail. The extension of the concept “quantum
axis” to more general situations is addressed. We give optimal strategies when the first quantum axis is made
out of parallel spins whereas the second is a general state made out of two spins.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been traditionally assumed that data transmission
through a quantum channel necessarily requires the existence
of a reference shared by the sender �Alice� and the recipient
�Bob�. Hence, if the rotational degrees of freedom of a sys-
tem of spin-1/2 particles, for instance, are used as quantum
channel, it is commonly presumed that Alice and Bob share a
spatial frame to which they refer their state components.

Though such references can in principle be established via
auxiliary quantum systems previous to the actual data trans-
mission �1�, the possibility of communication without them,
using instead the orientation of some of the spins or qubits
relative to others, has also been considered in the literature
�2,3�. Only recently the advantages of encoding data in these
relative degrees of freedom, such as robustness to certain
kinds of noise, have started to emerge in this �3� and other
contexts �4�, including computation �5� and cryptography
�6�. As more attention is being paid to this topic, terms such
as “relative quantum information” or simply, “relative states”
have become part of the standard quantum information jar-
gon.

This paper is concerned with estimation-theory aspects
of relative states. We wish to focus on the optimal estimation
of the �relative� angle � formed by two “quantum axes”
�QAs�, by which we mean two systems of Ni spin-1/2 par-
ticles �i=1,2 throughout the paper�, each of them in a state
��i� possessing axial symmetry; i.e., invariant �up to a phase�
under a rotation R��in� i� of arbitrary angle �i about some unit
�Bloch� vector n� i.

We will view one of these QAs �say, QA No. 1� as a
“quantum reference.” In contradistinction to classical refer-
ences, on which no �quantum� measurement can be per-
formed, Bob is allowed to perform joint measurements on
both �reference� QA No. 1 and �signal� QA No. 2. We will
pay particular attention to the detailed description of the tran-

sition from a quantum to a classical reference as the number
of spins N1 becomes very large.

In this paper we extend earlier work on relative states.
The basic ideas were introduced in Ref. �7�, where only the
restricted case of product states was examined and the infor-
mation gain was used as figure of merit. In Ref. �8�, product
states were again analyzed using the mean variance instead.
In addition, homodyne detection was studied as an instance
of relative state measurement. In Ref. �9� QAs made out of
entangled states were introduced. The present paper bears
some similarities with Ref. �9�. In particular, we use the same
fidelitylike figure of merit. However, our approach makes it
possible to take the analysis much further, without the need
for numerical computations. Our analytical results reveal fea-
tures that might have passed unnoticed �or might have been
misidentified�. Thus, e.g., we find that antiparallel spins per-
form worse than parallel spins in all the situations considered
in this paper. We also find that �and explain why� the optimal

QAs are eigenstates of the total spin projection n� i ·S� i. These
features are generally believed to be independent of the fig-
ure of merit �or loss function� used in the analysis.

This paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the
problem and our notation, paying special attention to the
definition of a QA. We address the simple product-state case
where the QAs consist of parallel spins. Next, the generali-
zation to entangled states for QA No. 2 is considered. In
particular the N2=2 �N1 arbitrary� case is solved analytically.
We end up with a brief summary and conclusions.

II. PARALLEL SPINS

Let us start by assuming that Alice has sent N1+N2
�Ni=2ji� spin-1/2 particles �spins for short� to Bob, with
whom she does not share any reference frame. Let us further
assume that the state of each of these two sets of spins is
given by ��i�= ��i��Ni �parallel-spin case; Ni identical copies
of the same state ��i��. Bob’s task is to determine the overlap
���1 ��2��2 by performing generalized measurements on the
state ���= ��1� � ��2� of the N1+N2 spins. According to our
discussion above, ���1 ��2��2 is an example of relative quan-
tum information.
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One could look at this problem from a more geometrical
point of view and say that Bob’s task is to estimate the angle
� defined as

� = arcos�2���1��2��2 − 1� , �1�

which is twice the Fubini-Study distance between ��1� and
��2� �10�, and also coincides with the angle between their
corresponding Bloch vectors n�1 and n�2. From this point of
view, the states ��i� define two QAs, and Bob’s task is to
estimate the angle � between them.

Like their classical counterparts, ��i� possess a manifest
axial symmetry i.e., they are invariant under the SU�2� trans-
formations U��in� i�= �u��in� i���Ni �and so is �, as can be
readily seen from �1��, which are representations of the rota-
tions R��in� i� in the Hilbert spaces Hi

�Ni, where Hi=C2. This
�axial� symmetry provides a means of extending the notion
of QA, and thus of the angle between two such QAs. We will
come back to this point in Sec. III.

To quantify the quality of Bob’s estimation procedure, we
use the average of the following figure of merit:

���,��� � cos„� − ��… , �2�

where �� is Bob’s estimate of �, based on a particular out-
come � of his measurement, represented by a positive opera-

tor valued measure �POVM� 	Õ�
. From ��� ,��� one can
readily compute the fidelity F�� ,���= �1+��� ,���� /2,
which is the figure of merit used in Ref. �9�. The average is
defined as

�̄ = �
�
� dg1dg2����g1,g2�,���tr�Õ���g1,g2�� , �3�

where in writing �3� the following arguments have been
taken into account. First, relative to an observer’s reference
frame �of which neither Alice nor Bob need be aware�, we
have

��i� = U�gi���i
�0�� �4�

for two suitable triplets of Euler angles gi= ��i ,	i ,
i�, where

z� ·S� ��i
�0��= ji��i

�0�� �i.e., ��i
�0��= �jiji� in the standard nota-

tion�. Note that ��g1 ,g2�������� is actually independent of
�1 and �2. Second, since Bob has no prior knowledge about
��i�, the a priori probability for each of these states is dgi,
which stands for the invariant Haar measure of SU�2� �for
these states, which are independent of �i, one can use the
normalized solid angle d�i / �4�� instead of dgi�. Third, � is
now denoted ��g1 ,g2�. Actually, ��g1 ,g2�=��e ,g1

−1g2�,
where e stands for the null Euler angles, i.e., U�e�=1 �the
remaining notation is conventional�. This shows that � de-
pends only on the relative parameter g1

−1g2, as it should be.
Using rotational covariance, one can integrate out the glo-

bal parameters g�=g1 and express �̄ just in terms of the
relative ones g=g1

−1g2 �Ref. �7�� as

�̄ = �
�
� dg����e,g�,���tr�O���e,g�� , �5�

where O� is the result of rotating Õ� into all possible global
orientations �labeled by g�� and, as such, it is rotationaly
invariant. Shur’s lemma and elementary convexity arguments
further tell us that 	O�
 can be chosen to be the projectors
	1 j
 on the spin-j subspaces H�j�, �j1− j2 �  j j1+ j2, where
SU�2� acts irreducibly �7�.

The advantage of ��� ,��� over other figures of merit
becomes apparent when we recast it as the scalar product of
2 two-dimensional real vectors, namely, as ����e ,g� ,���
=w ·w�, where w= �cos 	 , sin 	�, w�= �cos �� , sin ���, and
we have used that ��e ,g�=	. By recalling the Schwarz
inequality, one obtains that the optimal estimate is w�

=V� / �V��, where

V j =� dgw tr�1 j��e,g�� �6�

�recall that �= j in the parallel spin case under discussion�,
and the maximum value of �̄ is

�̄ = �
j

�V j� . �7�

The probabilities tr�1 j��e ,g�� can be straightforwardly
computed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients,
�jmj�m� �JM�, and the reduced Wigner matrices d

mm�
�j� �	�

�Ref. �11��. One obtains

tr�1 j��e,g�� = �
m

��j1j1j2m − j1�jm�dm−j1j2

�j2� �	��2, �8�

where the trivial integration over the Euler angles � and 

has already been carried out, and here and below the sums
extend over those values of the dummy indexes for which
the expressions makes sense. Integrating now 	 we obtain

V j = �
m

�j1j1j2m − j1�jm�2

�2j2 + 1��j2 + 1� cm−j1

j2

sm−j1

j2 � , �9�

where

cm
j2 = m; sm

j2 =
�� 3

2 + j2 + m��� 3
2 + j2 − m�

��1 + j2 + m���1 + j2 − m�
. �10�

For later convenience we define � jm
j2 = �j1j1j2m− j1 � jm�2 �the

j1 dependence is understood�, which can be expressed as the
ratio of factorials

� jm
j2 =

�2j + 1��2j1� ! �j2 − j1 + j�!
�j1 − j2 + j� ! �j1 + j2 − j� ! �j1 + j2 + j + 1�!

�
�j2 + j1 − m� ! �j + m�!
�j2 − j1 + m� ! �j − m�!

. �11�

With this, �̄ can be written as
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�̄ =
1

�2j2 + 1��j2 + 1�

� �
l=−j2

j2 ���
k

�l+j1 k+j1

j2 sk
j2�2

+ ��
k

�l+j1k+j1

j2 ck
j2�2

,

�12�

where we have assumed without any loss of generality that
j2 j1.

As N1 �j1� becomes large �the reference QA No. 1
“becomes classical”� we see that

�l+j1 k+j1

j2 � �2j1�k−l. �13�

Hence, �l+j1 k+j1
j2 vanishes at a rate j1

−1 or faster �k l in Eq.
�12�� unless k= l, in which case �l+j1 l+j1

j2 →1. We have

�̄ = �̄� −
� j2

N1
+ o�N1

−1� �14�

�recall that Ni=2ji�, where

�̄� =
1

�2j2 + 1��j2 + 1� �
m=−j2

j2

��sm
j2�2 + �cm

j2�2, �15�

and the coefficient � j2
are given by

� j2
=

1

�2j2 + 1��j2 + 1� �
l=−j2

j2 Al
j2cl

j2 − Bl
j2�sl

j2�2

��sl
j2�2 + �cl

j2�2
, �16�

where

Al
j2 = j2�j2 + 1� − l�3l − 1�; �17�

Bl
j2 =

6l�j2 + l� + l − j2

2j2 + 2l + 1
. �18�

Equation �15� gives the maximum value of our averaged
figure of merit that can be attained with an unlimited number
of parallel spins as a reference QA. Is this entirely equivalent
to replacing QA No. 1 by a classical axis �a classical sys-
tem�? This question deserves a few words. If the angle � is
referred to a classical axis and Alice makes it available to

Bob, obviously the quality �̄class of his estimation procedure

cannot be less than �̄�. This is so because Bob could prepare
an arbitrary number of ancilla spins in the state �j1j1� and
make them play the role of QA No. 1. He could then perform
on the whole system, consisting of the ancillæ and QA No. 2,
the optimal measurement given by 	1 j
, which can be thought
of a generalized measurement on QA No. 2 alone.

III. GENERAL CASE

We now take into account that Bob could prepare his
ancillæ in a much more general state �such as a generaliza-
tion of those in the second part of this section�. Could he not

attain a larger �̄class by proceeding this way? To answer this
question we go back to �5� and replace the trace by

��2�O���2� = �
m

�O��mm�dmj2
�j2� �	��2, �19�

as corresponds to replacing the QA No. 1 by the �classical� z�
axis, where �O��mm�= �j2m�O��j2m�� and the integration over
� and 
 has been brought forward. We obtain

V� = �
m

�O��mm

�2j2 + 1��j2 + 1�cm
j2

sm
j2
� � �

m

�O��mmVm, �20�

and have the bound

�̄class = �
�

�V��  �
m
�

�

�O��mm��Vm� . �21�

Since O� is a POVM on H2
�N2, the sum in parenthesis is

unity for all m, and the remaining sum becomes �15�. We

conclude that �̄class= �̄�. Moreover, this is attained with the
von Neumann’s measurement Om= �j2m��j2m�, i.e., by mea-
suring the total spin along the classical axis with a Stern-
Gerlach.

One could also consider the asymptotic regime when
N2 �j2� is large but still N2�N1. A rather tedious calculation
yields

�̄class = �̄� = 1 −
1

2N2
+ o�N2

−1� , �22�

as could be expected on statistical grounds �12�. The limit
j2→� of the subleading term in �14� can be computed in a
similar fashion to obtain the simple result ��=1/2.

So far, we have just considered product states for both the
reference and the signal QAs. We now wish to generalize the
notion of QA to include entangled states, which are known to
perform better as direction indicators �13�. One should, like-
wise, expect them to provide a significant improvement in
the problem at hand.

As discussed in previous section, the states ��i� are in-
variant under U��in� i� �they possess axial symmetry�. This
can be used to define a general QA in the following way: a
QA is a state ��n�� �C2��N satisfying

�U��n��, ��n���n�� = 0 �23�

for some unit vector n� and any value of �.

Recalling that U��n��=exp�−i�n� ·S��, where S� is the total
spin operator, one finds that all QAs are necessarily of the
form

��n
M� = �

J=�M�

N/2

aJ�JM�n = U�g� �
J=�M�

N/2

aJ�JM� �24�

�no sum over the magnetic quantum number M�, where g
denotes the Euler angles of the rotation that takes z� to n� and
the rest of the notation should be obvious. In other words,

QAs are eigenstates of n� ·S� with eigenvalue M. This should
not come as a surprise, since optimal direction indicators are
also of this kind �13�.

For two QAs, ��i����ni

M� one can generalize �1� as
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� = arcos�n�1 · n�2� . �25�

Thus, it still makes perfect sense to talk about their relative
angle �or Fubini-Study distance�, even though �1� does not
apply.

A final remark about Eq. �24�. In the Clebsch-Gordan de-
composition of �C2��N, implicit in �24�, the multiplicity nJ of
each spin-J representation has been ignored. This does not
imply any loss of generality. One can check that the orthogo-
nal complement of the set of states 	U��b��JM��
U�SU�2�,
where � labels the equivalent spin-J representations, has di-
mension �2J+1��nJ−1�, thus showing that this set spans only
one spin-J invariant subspace.

Now we can consider a situation where QA No. 1 still
consists of N1 parallel spins but QA No. 2 has been general-
ized according to �24�. One can still write ��i� as in �4�,
where z� ·S� ��1

�0��= j1��1
�0�� and z� ·S� ��2

�0��=M��2
�0��. Hence, the

state ��g1 ,g2� of the system made out of the two QAs is still
manifestly independent of �1 and �2. Equation �5� also
holds, but the rotational invariance of the POVM now im-
plies a more complex structure for the operators O�. They
can be chosen as

Orj = �
JJ�

�rj
J�J1 j1�J�1 j1

j1�J, �26�

where 1 j1�J is the identity in H�j1� � H�J� and the pair �r , j�
plays the role of �. The coefficients �rj

J�J satisfy

�
r

�rj
J�J = �J�J � �1 if �j1 − J�  j  j1 + J;

0 otherwise;
�27�

and one can check that �rjOrj =1. For fixed �r , j�, the coeffi-

cients �rj
J�J can be viewed as a matrix with rows and columns

labeled by J� and J, respectively. The positivity of the
POVM operators Orj is equivalent to the positivity of this
matrix. Our figure of merit is given by

�̄M = �
l=−j2

j2

�
r

�Vrj1+l
M � , �28�

where

Vrj
M = �

JJ�k

aJ�
* aJ�rj

J�J�� jk+j1
J� � jk+j1

J CkM
J�J

SkM
J�J � , �29�

and we have used the definition

CkM
J�J

SkM
J�J � = �

0

� d cos 	

2
wdkM

�J���	�dkM
�J� �	� . �30�

The coefficients ck
j2 and sk

j2 are special cases of �30�:
CkJ

JJ= �2J+1��J+1�ck
J and SkJ

JJ= �2J+1��J+1�sk
J. Closed ex-

pressions for CkM
JJ� can be given in terms of Clebsch-Gordan

coefficients �11� but, as far as we are aware, no such closed

expressions exist for SkM
JJ�. Note that �̄ in �12� coincides with

�̄ j2.

The asymptotic expression of �̄M when N1 becomes large,

i.e., �̄�
M, can be obtained straightforwardly using �13�. As for

the parallel-spin case, one can workout �̄class
M by generalizing

�31�, which now reads

��2�O���2� = �
JJ�m

�O��mm
JJ�dmM

�J� �	�dmM
�J���	� . �31�

One realizes that the optimal POVM is of the form Orm, i.e.,
� must necessarily include the magnetic number m, and after

a straightforward calculation one finds that �̄�
M = �̄class

M .
Hence, a reference QA made out of parallel spins is asymp-
totically optimal. For finite N1 there might be better refer-
ences than �j1j1�, but as N1 becomes larger, the additional
quality they might provide gradually disappears.

This is just about as far as one can get for arbitrary j1 and
j2. The rest of this section deals with the particular case
N2=2 �N1 arbitrary�, which is simple enough to be solved
analytically, but yet reveals some important features of the
problem. The case M = ±1 corresponds to the parallel-spin
analysis carried out in Sec. II. We here focus on M =0.

Since j2=1, the index l in �28� can take three values,
namely l=0, ±1, whereas J and J� can only take two: J ,J�
=0,1. For simplicity we write a1

2=x and a0
2=1−x, where

0x1 to ensure the correct normalization of ��2�, and we
have used that aJ can be chosen to be positive, since the

phases can be absorbed in the POVM elements �rj
J�J �see

�29��. With these definitions, and recalling �27�, we have

�
l=±1

�
r

�Vrl+j1
0 � = �

l=±1
�

r

�rl+j1
11 ��

ax

8
= �

ax

4
, �32�

and

�
r

�Vrj1
0 � = �

r
�bx�1 − x��Re ��j1

01 �2 +
�2

42 ��1 − x��rj1
00

+ �1 − a�x�rj1
11 �2�1 � 2

, �33�

where

a =
6j1 + 5

8�j1 + 1�
; b =

4j1

9�j1 + 1�
. �34�

We can now use the constrain �Re ��j1
01 �2 ���j1

01 �2��j1
00 ��j1

11 ,
where the last inequality follows from the positivity of Orj,
to obtain the bound

�
r

�Vrj1
0 � �bx�1 − x� +

�2

42 �1 − ax�2. �35�

This bound is attainable, as one can check by substituting in
�33� the simple instance �rj1

00 =�rj1
11 =1/2, �rj1

01 =�rj1
10 = �−1�r /2;

r=1,2. Adding �32� and �33� we find

�̄0�x� =
�

4
ax +�bx�1 − x� +

�2

42 �1 − ax�2. �36�

From this expression one can easily work out the maximum

value of �̄0, which is
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�̄max
0 =

a��8b − a�2� + 16b�4b + �1 − a��2

4�16b − a2�2�
. �37�

These results, in particular Eq. �37�, can be now compared
with Eq. �12� �for j2=1� to reach the following conclusions:

�i� �̄par� �̄±1� �̄Eq. �12���̄max
0 , for any value of j1�0, i.e.,

QAs with M =0 are better “relative-direction indicators” than

those with M = ±1 �parallel spins�; �ii� �̄anti� �̄0�x=1/2�
��̄par, i.e., antiparallel spins �for which x=1/2� provide a
less accurate estimation of � than parallel spins. This is sur-
prising, because two spins are known to encode more infor-
mation when they are antiparallel �14�.

For N1=1 one finds

�̄anti =
�

12
+

1

6
�4

3
+ �2 = 0.819 65. �38�

Note that this figure is remarkably close to

�̄par =
2�4 + 9�2 + �16 + 9�2

36
= 0.819 66, �39�

which explains why numerical analysis fails to reveal any
difference between parallel and anti-parallel spin QAs �8,9�.

The classical limit, �̄�
0 = �̄class

0 , is readily seen to be given
by a=3/4, b=4/9. Features �i� and �ii� persist in this
asymptotic regime.

At this point, one may wonder whether the notions of QA
and the angle between two of them can be further general-
ized. To convince ourselves that this is not possible, let the
states ��i

�0�� in �4� be completely general combinations of
�JM�. Regardless the precise way we associate a relative
angle � to these two states, we must associate the very same
value to U�� ,0 ,0���i

�0��, i.e., to any state obtained by rotat-
ing ��i

�0�� and arbitrary �Euler� angle � about the z axis of
the observer’s reference frame. Failure to do so, will clearly
result in an ill-defined �, which will depend on the particular
choice of this frame �more precisely, on the choice of axes x

and y�. The contribution of all these states to �̄ in �5� be-
comes that of the mixed state

��0� = �
0

2�

d�

2�
U��,0,0���2

0���2
0�U†��,0,0� = �

M

pM��z
M���z

M� ,

�40�

where the second equality follows from Schur’s lemma, 0
 pM 1 �it is a probability�, and ��z

M� are QA with mag-
netic number M relative to the observer’s z axis; these are

precisely the type of states ��i
�0�� used in the definition of

�̄M. Because of the general structure �̄=�� �V�� of our figure
of merit for the optimal estimator, Eq. �40� translates into

�̄�MpM�̄M maxM	�̄M
, and we see that states with well
defined magnetic number are optimal. According to very
general convexity arguments, this is also the case for any
other convex figure of merit, such as the fidelity or the infor-
mation gain. We conclude that �24� is the only sensible gen-
eralization of the notion of QA.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have analyzed the problem of estimating
the angle between two directions �axes� in the absence of a
shared reference frame and when these directions are repre-
sented by spin systems �quantum axes�. In the case where the
two directions are specified by a number of parallel spins �N1
and N2, respectively�, closed expressions for our fidelity have
been given, and we have studied in detail the asymptotic
regime of large N1 and/or large N2. One of our results is that
when N1 is very large and N2�N1, optimal measurements
tend to a Stern-Gerlach measurement on the second set of
spins along the axis specified by the first set. We have also
analyzed the situation where the first direction is given by N1
identically prepared spin system, and the second system is in
a general eigenstate of the �projected� total spin �see Eq.
�24��. This analysis has allowed us to shed light on the com-
parison between the performance of parallel versus antipar-
allel spin pairs. Finally, we have argued why states which are
not of the form �24� are irrelevant to relative state estimation.

To conclude, let us mention a few open questions raised
by our work. We have here analyzed the performance of a
quantum system as a single reference axis. One could try to
extend our work and use such systems as complete reference
frames, relative to which the full state of another quantum
system could be estimated. Another issue which has not been
addressed by our work is noise. The robustness of relative
information hints at the convenience of using quantum ref-
erences in noisy channels. Extensions of our work can help
identify robust reference axes/frames, which is a compelling
task.
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